Syntactic typology
Seri is generally head-final. This fact is reflected in various ways in the grammar as shown below and summarized in Table 1 First, main clauses typically follow dependent clauses (except purpose clauses).
1 See the information at http://www.sil.org/mexico/seri/00i-seri.htm. Seri has been historically linked with Hokan languages, but sufficient and convincing evidence in favor of this hypothesis has not been presented (Campbell 1997s, Marlett 2001 . 2 This paper is a slightly adapted version of a draft of an introductory chapter of a grammar of Seri (in preparation). The sources of the data are indicated (various texts and illustrative sentences taken from the Seri dictionary (DS2005), which also contains a short grammar written in Spanish for a general audience. Unattributed data are from personal fieldnotes. Work on the dictionary and grammar was supported in part by a grant from NSF (0010676) and has resulted in a presentation of the facts which is quite different from, for example, that of Marlett (1981) . I thank Kris Waskosky, Susan Quigley and Carolyn O'Meara for their helpful comments on this paper. Sincere thanks and credit go to Mary B. Moser for the work she and her husband did in collecting a vast amount of information on the language when it was especially not easy to do so. 3 Quantifiers are not included in this discussion because mosts are verbs in Seri. Adjectives are not included either because they are such an unusual category in the language; most descriptive predicates are verbs.
Linguistic Discovery 3.1: [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] (1) Dependent Main Caay cap yeen cap ipocáat x, anxö ma saai haa hi. (if) the horse swings its head it will injure you 'That horse is going to injure you if it swings its head. ' (DS2005, ccaat) Second, a complement (noun phrase or clause) precedes the verb to which it is related.
( The preceding example is also an appropriate example to illustrate the basic SOV order of constituents in the clause; the subject precedes the complement of the verb.
Third, a complement noun phrase precedes a postposition. The preceding example also illustrates the rather rare case in Seri of a PP complement modifying a noun; as expected, the PP precedes the noun that it modifies.
Fourth, a clause precedes a conjunction to which it is related as its complement. Imperative verbs do not take normal subject person inflection; they are inflected in the imperative mood.
The subjects of atmospheric verbs are also non-overt. 7 The agreement morphology for objects is written in the practical orthography as a separate word; but the evidence is clear that these morphemes in question are prefixes. 8 The independent pronouns do not indicate number or case. The pronoun he, for example, can be used to refer to first person singular or plural, regardless of grammatical role in the clause. Relative clauses (always nominalized) often appear to follow the head in Seri, but virtually all of the examples could be analyzed as head-internal relative clauses, and the rare case (such as (25) and (26)) must be so analyzed. Therefore the following examples are bracketed as if they were head-internal relatives. The head nouns are underlined. (Definite articles are often used inside the noun phrase as a kind of linking device, I believe, somewhat similar to Ezafeh, as seen in these examples and many others.) (23) 
Construction typology
This sections presents information about a variety of constructions which occur in the language. See also §4 for other constructions which are intimately linked to certain verb forms.
Seri has a passive construction which is the cross-linguistically common type in which the agent cannot be overtly expressed. The patient is the surface subject of the verb (which has passive morphology).
(35) Ihpyopázt.
p-(Passive) 'I was tattooed.' It also has a passive construction of a much more unusual type: an impersonal passive of transitive verbs. The patient is not the surface subject of the verb, although the verb still has passive morphology. The patient looks like a direct object, although it arguably is not.
(36) Hizi yopázitim.
'We were tattooed.' (More literally, 'It was tattooed us.') A special construction is used when the main verb is a number predicate indicating the number of times the action expressed in the complement clause occurred. The complement clause is nominalized, but the number verb is also inflected for the same person as the subject of the complement clause.
(37) [ Haptco miimalim quih ] inyaháatxo. your already looking at it you … many times 'You have already looked at it many times.' (DS2005, caháatxo) Two verbs (quimzo 'want' and quiya 'know (how)') may take complement "clauses." The complement clauses are always either infinitival or "nominalized," never finite. The verb quixi 'finish' is simply juxtaposed to a clause whose verb is in dependent clause morphology and whose subject is coreferential with its subject.
(41) Iscám com itáacöim itáxi, … his/her reed boat the s/he readied it s/he finished it 'S/he finished readying her/his reed boat, …' (DS2005, caacöim)
Reflexive clauses are transitive clauses with an inflected reflexive pronoun that is 'one's being or body'.
(42) Zaaj z an hisoj ihyísxö. in a cave myself I hid it 'I hid in a cave. ' (DS2005, isoj, quiisxö) Reciprocal clauses are transitive clauses with the adverb pti and a verb that has some characteristics of singularity as well as plurality. The stem -azitim in the following example is the singular subject, multiple action form; compare -azt (singular subject, simple action), -azto (plural subject, simple action), and -azitam (plural subject, multiple action). Seri utilizes switch-reference marking on dependent clauses. The morphemes ta and ma follow dependent future and dependent past clauses (respectively) to indicate that the subject of one clause is not coreferential with the subject of the next clause. There is no overt marking of coreferentiality. The key point of Farrell, Marlett and Perlmutter (1991) was to show that the notion of subject relevant to this construction is not the common one.
(44) Moosni hatíin pac ihpamótjö, ihpáatj ta, hasíiitoj aha. I will tenderize some dry turtle meat I will pound it we will eat it 'I am going to tenderize this dry sea turtle meat by pounding it, and we will eat it.' (DS2005, caatj) In the preceding example, the subject marking on both clauses is first person singular. (The first verb is the passive form of a transitive verb -ahásaquim meaning 'comb the hair of someone', which is the causative form of the intransitive lexical reflexive verb -asaquim 'comb one's own hair'. Part of the reason for which different subject marking occurs in the first clause is the fact that the underlying subject (Agent) of the first clause is not coreferential with the underlying subject (Experiencer) of the second clause.
Morphological typology
In some key ways, Seri is a head-marking language (Nichols 1986 ). In the clause, the verb (as head) carries person and number marking for the subject and direct object, and person marking for indirect object. The nominals (as dependents) are not marked for case at all. This is shown in the following example. In other ways, Seri is a dependent-marking language. Subordinate clauses are clearly marked as such by special morphology, both in relativized clauses (nominalizations) and in adverbial clauses (non-final morphology and switch-reference marking).
(52) Dependent
Caay cap yeen cap ipocáat x, po-(Dependent Future) (if) the horse swings its head Main anxö ma saai haa hi.
si-(Independent Future) it will injure you 'That horse is going to injure you if it swings its head.' (DS2005, ccaat) (53) Dependent Dependent ... haa motat, itcaiilam ma, t-(Dependent Past) t-(Dependent Past), ma (Different Subject) there they came they were shooting him/her '… they were coming, they were shooting him, …' (Hipocampo 9) Inflectional noun morphology is relatively simple. The prefixes which may occur on inalienable nouns are possessor prefixes and the absolutive (i.e., lack of possessor). There are no diminutive or augmentative forms. (54) The most important true suffixes show number in some way (a complicated topic also discussed below) -either number of the subject (a kind of agreement), or number of the action (simple, repetitive, iterative).
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(61) -aasj 'extend (something) to dry out, singular subject' (DS2005, caasj) -aasalim 'extend (something) to dry out repeatedly or iteratively, singular subject' -atóoslcoj 'extend (something) to dry out, plural subject' -atóosalam 'extend (something) to dry out repeatedly or iteratively, plural subject'
Verbs may be derived from inalienable nouns by adding the prefix i-; the result is a verb that means something like 'have X'. Other derived verb forms are described in the section below on the lexicon. It is obvious from the above that the Seri language is synthetic rather than isolating. An intransitive verb has more than 110 different forms, and a transitive verb more than 220. Morphemes are relatively easy to segment, although there are significant exceptions, and so the language would be categorized as quite agglutinative but also fusional in some cases. The verb for sing (-oos) is an example that illustrates these facts; it is a typical intransitive verb that begins with o. A few forms are listed below. Only simply morpheme breaks are indicated.
(64) c-oos (one prefix) 'the one who sings' i-m-óos (two prefixes) 'the one who does not sing' c-oos-tim (one prefix, one suffix) 'the one who sings repetitively' as (one prefix) 'Sing!' c-m-oos (two prefixes) 'Don't sing!' ihp-s-óos aha (two prefixes) 'I will sing.' ihp-sc-m-oos aha (three prefixes 'I will not sing.' y-as (one prefix)
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'S/he sang.' ihp-y-ás (two prefixes) 'I sang.' yo-m-óos (two prefixes) 'S/he didn't sing.' y-as (two prefixes)
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'his/her singing / song' ih-y-as (two prefixes) 'my singing / song' i-c-óos (two prefixes) 'one's song' ic-óos (one prefix) 'to sing' A significant fact about Seri morphology is the way in which suppletive allomorphs of various morphemes are conditioned by (superficial) transitivity of the clause. Intransitive clauses (those without a superficial direct object, including passive clauses) are sharply distinguished from transitive clauses (those with such a direct object). Some examples of the kind of allomorphy conditioned in this way include the following: 
Lexicon
The Seri language has a rich lexicon; it is notable that it has not incorporated very many loanwords. The latter is due primarily to the long isolation from Spanish-speaking communities and mutual hostility between the two cultures for a long period of time.
The major word classes are verbs and nouns. Postpositions are inflected (as shown above) and look like nouns; some have singular and plural forms: hiihax 'with me', miihax 'with you' (sg.), hiicot 'with us'. Adjectives are not an important class of word in Seri (see below). Most quantifiers, including numbers, are intransitive verbs. Determiners are richly represented. The singular indefinite article, zo, is presumably related to the word for 'one', tazo. The definite articles have developed from subject nominalized verb forms of positional and motion verbs. As in some other languages of the Americas, the verbs include facets of meaning in them that makes them difficult to translate with simple glosses. In Seri, these are meanings embedded in the roots themselves, not in some prefix that is added to a basic root. For example: caazi and cahéectim 'transport, carry'; quiip 'transport on the head', quiiztim 'transport on hip', quicséenpx and casóompx 'transport long thing under the arm', cooi 'transport in one trip', csanj 'transport person on one's back', cahásquim 'transport in boat or car', quixop 'transport with pole over the shoulder', cacáaix 'transport with pole', quizni 'transport using a handle', quizcápxla 'transport under arm'.
A noun class system is developing in the language, although at this point its origin is still quite transparent in most cases (relating to physical orientation). This noun class system is indicated by the choice of definite article. The word zaah means 'sun' and 'day'; the meanings are distinguished by the article. Whereas the noun meaning 'sun' takes the article quij as expected for a spherical object, the noun meaning 'day' takes the article cop because this has become the standard article for abstractions of various sorts. (67) Simple demonstrative pronouns are either close (hipíix 'this one', hizáax 'these') or farther away (tiix 'that one', taax 'those'.) The complex demonstratives display a three-way distinction: proximal, medial and distal. These are formed by combining a locative expression with an article; as a result, they are rather numerous. A few examples: hipcom 'this (lying close)', hipquij 'this (sitting close)', hizcoi 'these (close)', ticop 'that (standing at a distance), himcop 'that (standing at a greater distance)'.
A clear morphological distinction exists between common nouns, kinship terms, and other inalienably possessed nouns. Only the latter two classes generally can have morphological indicators of possessors; in fact, they must have some possessor indicated or else have the absolutive prefix mentioned earlier: hipot 'my calf', mipot 'your calf', ilít 'his/her calf', hapot 'calf (of leg)'; hita 'my mother', mata 'your mother', ata 'his/her mother', hapéte 'mother'. These examples also indicate a morphological difference between kinship terms and other inalienably possessed nouns: kinship terms take a different set of possessive prefixes in second and third person (ma-for second person rather than mi-which occurs for second person possessor generally) as well as a different absolutive prefix.
The kinship terminology for Seri is perhaps one of the most extensive sets attested in the world, having more than fifty primary terms. Relevant parameters include the sex of ego as well as the age and sex of the referent. Therefore, for example, nine terms exist for 'sibling', as shown in the following Seri does not have the kind of dynamic sound symbolism described for the neighboring Yuman languages (Langdon 1971) , nor does it include a high degree of imitative words, although some vocabulary is obviously iconic. The vowels in the roots for 'large' and 'small' are open and close, respectively: -aacoj 'large', -isil 'small'. Certain roots relating to sounds
